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The first game in the Elden Ring series, Tarnished, was released on PC (Windows) on Oct. 28, 2014. The game is a Fantasy Action RPG that tells the story of a lost children's story based on the three-dimensional World Between the Lands in mythology. The game is set in the "Age of Myth", a period where the balance between good and evil was destroyed. In this dark era, you
become an invincible hero, the legendary Elden Lord, wearing a suit of armor imbued with spiritual power and wielding a magic weapon. The game features a vast world and rich world exploration that you can enjoy the 3D graphics created by the new Unreal Engine 4. In addition, the game features online multiplayer support that supports up to 16 people, but also

asynchronous online play which will be the first in this game series. It is a unique online element that allows you to constantly feel the presence of others. (In-game hours limited after online content items purchased.) ABOUT GUNZ EXCHANGER INC. A Japanese video game developer based in Tokyo, Gunz Exchanger Inc. is an independent game development company that
develops video games according to the content of the game ideas and the requests of its customers. Its main titles include the UTAU series for browser games, and the True Time Blazer series for smartphones. INDUSTRY SUPPORT We work closely with our customers to achieve success in a variety of fields. With the support and encouragement of our customers, we believe

the development of our games will continue to improve. If you have a request for Gunz Exchanger Inc., or know of Gunz Exchanger Inc. projects, please contact us. (f.a.s.p. okay.) Founded in: 2010 Web Site: TABLE OF CONTENTS DESCRIPTION What does this game have to offer? Like Unlike EXPAND PURCHASE PURCHASE FRAMEWORK DUNGEON CUSTOMIZATION BATTLE
ENEMY BOSS EVOLUTION SUMMON EVOLVE SUMMON COLLABORATIVE PLAY SUMMON DOMAIN FRIENDS SUMMON EPIC
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Biomechanical Ver. The game world consists of a biomechanical map, making it stand out from other MMORPGs. As you explore, the maze-like map changes based on the mood of the terrain.
High-Quality Graphics With a high resolution of 2720x1600 and 4K support, the fight scenes and long story scenes between your character and monsters are all displayed in incredible detail.

3D Environment Settings Texture filtering, rendering, and other settings can be freely changed. The high number of graphical settings let you change the image as you like.
Customizable Skill Effects Customize how your character looks by changing the settings of your skill effects, from visual elements to color.

Unique Characters Create a unique character with an extensive character creation system and an item creation element.
Highly Customizable Skins Create and tailor a varied and powerful array of unique characters using the breadth of character creation elements.

Plot-Ruling School Elements With its separate school system, the game contains a variety of unique elements that have never been seen in a traditional MMORPG.
Pre-defined Character Creation System Rather than merely support preset character data, the system has a wide variety of custom character creation functions.

Weapon Collection Tag System Equip varying combinations of weapons and armor and show them off.
Ambient Occlusion Rendering System Immersive game experience where monsters are displayed in an unnatural state.

In-Depth Item Creation System Collect the ARPG material and equipment you require to create powerful weapons, armor, magic, and other gear.

Set your preferred payment method and join the adventure now!

Inquisitive first look official gameplay:
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